Remediation

- The error in the Data Changes log when accessing Family Information has been rectified.
- The formatted Student Group Report now sorts in Alphabetical Order and the font size has been increased.
- Ambulance Report. The Medical Notes are now printed in full.
- Quick Registration: Sep Error on selecting Medical Icon has been fixed
- Ghosted Enrolment Form:
  - Parent Carer Occupation Group now printing correctly.
  - Issue of printing the apostrophe (') in a name has been rectified.
- Uploading Medical Plans – Issue of ASCIA plans not showing when one of the Allergies has been end dated has been rectified.

Enhancements

Student Health: Medications.

Two new fields have been introduced to capture the Medication Name and the Medication Dosage. The existing Medication Notes remains for additional Information. Medication Name will be mandatory and Dosage and Notes Optional.

Default values have been generated for exiting medications. In the case of Auto-Injectors the Name is “Adrenaline Auto-Injector” and the Dosage is “Emergency Medication”. For other existing medications the Name and Dosage fields have been set to “Unknown/Not Provided - See Notes”. The existing data can be updated as required. The Student Health Care Report and the Ambulance Reports have been changed to reflect the two new fields.

The Medical Flag summary has been updated to reflect the two new Fields.